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You wonâ€™t need any special equipment, because the new polymer clays are easy to sculpt, and

even easier to harden, right in your kitchen oven. Once theyâ€™re firm, you can carve, sand, paint,

and glue them, and even add details and bake again. Using the dollhouse scale of 1:12, these

charming projects (with templates) include men, women, girls, boys, and baby dolls with a variety of

faces, ages, and hairstyles.
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I had my eye on this book for a long time ever since checking out a copy at the local library. Finally

decided to buy a copy for myself so that I could take my time studying the patterns and instructions.

It is fairly detailed and yet simple to follow. The clothing designs are very well thought out. I'm glad I

was able to find a used copy, as this book has been out of print for quite a while now.

My 9-yr-old granddaughter is new to fairies and i am so glad i chose this, as one purchase fulfilled

the whole baseline playtime story. Very preyy. Small enough to fit thru fairy doors.

I was very frustrated when I was looking to but miniature dolls because they are so expensive. I'm a

do it yourself kind of person and this book really helped me through the entire process to make my

own dolls. The book starts with a description of all kinds of polymer clay and the author makes her

recommendations of clays suitable for miniatures. The book has patterns to make women, men,



girls, boys and babies. There are different variations for the different periods (for example the

position of the breast to fit better the different styles of dresses, the shoes, etc.) It also has

variations to make the dolls look older. The diferents periods represented in this book are: Tudor,

Regency, Victorian, and Edwardian. It comes complete with patterns, fabric guidance and full

instructions on how to dress the dolls and how to make the wigs. A lot of photos of beautiful dolls in

a doll house setting. Do not get discoreage if at the beginning you don't get good results, the author

herself advises to practice until your skills improve. It really doesn't take much. Buy this book, you

won't be sorry.

Wonderful book for the doll's house miniatures. Very informative and great information on how to

create your own miniature dolls usingPolymer clay. I found this book extremely informative. It's

beautifully illustrated also with lots of great information.

This book was very informative. A great help to me in making armature dolls.

There is not enough praise that I can give this book. The instructions are clear and easy to follow,

the requirements to make the dolls easy to find and the patterns also lend themselves to being a

jumping off point for your own original projects. It is definitely worth the money and for me this one is

a keeper!

Book in great condition. Love it

Very nice beginners book for using polyclay to make miniature items. Very clear directions.
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